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Reliable evidence 

Clinical practice and public health policy decisions depend 
on high-quality information about research findings

 Research only has value if 

– Study methods are valid

– Research findings are published in a usable form  

 We need reliable evidence from research 

– Good quality research

– Good reporting of that research

 This is often not what we get
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Current concerns with the health 
research literature 

 Poor methodology

 Poor reporting 

 Selective publication 
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Schor & Karten 1966

“Each communication was subjected to an abbreviated 
but intensive critical reading by a competent 
biostatistician with experience in reviewing scientific 
publications.” 

295 articles in 10 top medical journals

149 analytical studies

[146 case descriptions]
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Schor & Karten 1966

34% Conclusions drawn about population but no 
statistical tests applied on the sample

25% Design of study not appropriate for solving problem 
stated

19% Too much confidence placed on negative results 
with small-size samples

“Thus, in almost 73% of the reports read (those needing 
revision and those which should have been rejected), 
conclusions were drawn when the justification for these 
conclusions was invalid.”
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• 39% a different analysis should have been undertaken 
• 17% a different analysis could have made a difference to the overall 

conclusions
• 17% conclusions were not clearly justified by the results



100 successive submitted papers sent for statistical review 

 47 Inappropriate analysis 

– most common was incorrect analysis of 2x2 tables

 22 Inadequate description of some element of the study

 26 Additional limitations recommended to be discussed 

 19 Simple numerical mistakes 

“Many of the errors identified are easily avoided” 9
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Reviewed 513 behavioral, systems and cognitive neuroscience 
articles in five top-ranking journals (Science, Nature, Nature
Neuroscience, Neuron and The Journal of Neuroscience) in 2009-10

157 (31%) articles had at least one situation in which they 
compared two effect sizes 
78 (50%) used the correct procedure and 79 used the incorrect 
procedure

“Most of the errors may not have severe implications. 
In some cases, however, the error may contribute 
substantially to the article’s main conclusions.”
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Cumulative incidence of MI (%)
[Brøndum-Jacobsen et al, Int J Epidemiol 2013]

“Did no alarm bells sound?”    [Lange & Keiding, IJE 2014]
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Taxonomy of poor reporting

 Non-reporting (or delayed reporting) of whole studies

(even when some results have been presented in public)

 Selective reporting of patient outcomes

 Selective reporting of analyses done

– e.g. subgroups, alternative analyses 

 Incomplete publication

– Omission of crucial aspects of research methods

– Incomplete results: data cannot be included in meta-analysis

 Misleading interpretation (spin) 

– e.g. post hoc change of focus

 Inconsistencies between sources

– e.g. publication vs protocol



Bias from poor reporting

Worst case is when bad reporting practices  are related 
to the actual research findings, to vested interests, or 
both

 non-publication

 selective publication

Much empirical evidence shows that such practices are 
common

P values influence what gets published



In 1959, 97% of 294 studies in 4 major 
psychology journals had reported statistically 
significant positive results. 

When Sterling repeated the analysis in 1995, 
nothing had changed
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Selective reporting is very common
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Chan et al, Lancet 2014
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Consequences of failure to publish

 Non-publication of research findings always leads to 
a reduced evidence-base

 Main concern is that inadequate publication distorts
the evidence-base – if choices are driven by results

 Even if there is no bias the evidence-base is 
diminished and thus there is extra (and avoidable) 
imprecision and clinical uncertainty 



Methodology and reporting are 
inevitably linked

3 major issues with medical literature: 

 Poor study methods

 Incomplete reporting

– Methods

 Selective publication

– Whole studies

– Selective findings
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Consequences of inadequate 
reporting

 Assessing the reliability of published articles is 
seriously impeded by inadequate reporting

– Clinicians cannot judge whether to use a treatment 

– Data cannot be included in a systematic review 

 Serious consequences for clinical practice, research, 
policy making, and ultimately for patients





State of play – 1 

 Not all research is published

 Methodological problems are common

 Research reports are seriously inadequate

– May mask methodological weaknesses

 Improvement over time is slow

 Reporting guidelines exist for most research types

– Have been shown to improve reporting

– No incentives for researchers to adhere 



State of play – 2 

 Much waste

– Wrong studies done

– Studies done wrong

 Much research is unethical 

 Cannot include results in a SR/MA

 Research cannot be replicated  

 Evidence base is distorted

– Reduced

– Biased
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How might research lead to harm? 

 Results are misleading

– Flawed design 

– Flawed analysis

 Study not published 

 Publication is misleading

– Incomplete or incorrect description of methods

– Selective publication of findings 

– Misinterpreted
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“It is the responsibility of everyone involved to ensure 
that the published record is an unbiased, accurate 
representation of research.” 

[PLoS Medicine Editors 2009] 

 So what should be done? 
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Recommendations

 Funders and research institutions must shift research 
regulations and rewards to align with better and more 
complete reporting

 Research funders should take responsibility for reporting 
infrastructure that supports good reporting and archiving

 Funders, institutions, and publishers should improve the 
capability and capacity of authors and reviewers in high-
quality and complete reporting
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Is medical research good for your 
health?

 It should be

 Much of it is

 But bad science – poor methods and selective 
reporting – can harm people

 We need reliable evidence 
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